Title word cross-reference

#swineflu [KSS14].

H [HC11]. K [LKZ+15]. l [PCK21].

diversity [PCK21]. -means [LKZ+15].


4.0 [ALS22, CTED22].

6G [CFH22].

Absorptive [HL21]. Academic [AMZ20].

Access [RSM+17, RSM+21, WHEC22, XWLC19].

accumulation [NM12]. Accuracy [KM23].

Accuracy-Interpretability [KM23].

Accurate [EV13]. ACM [Che10].

Actionable [MOR22]. Activities [CRW19, WZZS20]. Activity [PCK21, ZBX+21, AC10]. Acute [MH13].

Ad [MSD17, SWB19]. Adapt [EV13].

Adapter [SK12]. Adapting [ZZX+18].


Adversarial-Based [CLX+23]. Adverse


capital [DFP11]. Capping [HSK17].

CAPTCHA [ZELC12]. Care [KC13, MH13, ZML13]. Case [AVB23, BT27, BMFL15, NM15, WCL21].

Cashless [Sre20]. Casual [NMS12].

Catastrophic [PHL+21]. Catching [HYG19]. Categories [KZ20].


Collaborative [HLYW22, PZH11].

Collection [CWF+23]. Collective [LZK21].

Colleges [Goo14]. Combination [BSA14].

Combining [LZX16]. Commerce [TLK20, YJ+19]. Communication [DMJ13, KCI3, KSS14, SK12, VSRU13].


Competitive [LZX+22]. ZGG13].

complementary [DFP11]. Complexity [CS12, JS15, KS15, KUH21].

Compliance
Composition [MCTC11]. Composite [KS15]. Components


Declarative [DM15]. Decomposition
Employees [RSM+17, RSM+21]. Enpowered [PGS22]. Feedback [WR12].


Fit [ZZX+18]. Fitness [GAH13]. Fitness-Utility [GAH13]. Flexibility [HBL14]. Flexible [KOH+21, XWLC19].


Forensics [STASH20]. form [HL11].

Formality [XZZ21]. Forums [BM+21, ZCL15]. forwards [DDGR11].


Gap [AMZ20, WWL+22]. Gathering [TW17]. GDPR [ZB21].

Generation [ACC+21]. Generative [MY20, ZCL22].


German [BEK+23]. Getting [CRD15].

give [BKSZ10]. Globally [SKT15].


Grained [HSK17].

Grammars [LS17]. grand [Che11]. Graph [CXG+22, Ema19, SJ21, WLC+21].

Graph-based [Ema19]. Graphic [LCF+22].

Grid [KCSTM18, DDGR11]. Group [BDD+21, KY11].

Groupon [BMW15].

Growth [Sre20, YDS+13]. Guided [TZX21].

Gun [AVBC23].
HAIS [HS23]. Handed [HYG19, LZW+19].
Handle [ZZYT21]. Health [ARLEG17, BMR+21, EYS+17, FN18, LAYR13, WZZS20, YLA13, YYJ14, YDS+13].
Health-Consumer-Contributed [YYJ14].
Healthcare [EFK+20, LTL23, MSD23].
Hedging [DDGR11]. Help [LAYR13].
Helpfulness [KZ19, NYS12].
Heterogeneous [ALS22, DTL+22, HSK17, HDZ+23, XZM+22, GIYZ11].
Heuristics [ZNJ19]. Hierarchy [KZ19].
High [AFD+21, CXSW17, CLYH19, DBC+14, GYZY22, KKB+22, NFVY+22, ZBX+21].
High-dimensional [GYZY22].
High-Engaging [AFD+21].
High-Frequency [CXSW17].
High-Quality [CLYH19].
High-Resolution [ZBX+21]. Higher [HL21].
Highly [MO13]. Hill [NFVY+22].
History [XZN+22]. Holes [BNSW15].
Home [HYG19]. Hong [LZLL21]. Hospital [SJ23].
Hospitals [BEK+23, MH13, PWS+15]. HOSVD [GZY22]. Human
[AY22, HS23, SCR23, DFP11].
Human-Artificial [HS23].
Human-Centric [AY22].
Human-in-the-Loop [SCR23].
IC [LZX+22a]. Ideas [DGM+10].
Identification [BNSW15, EDBK21, GVP21]. Identifying
[BDD+21, GHK+20, LST22]. Identity
[PGS22]. II [LSSD22]. IOT [HDZ+23].
Image [CLX+23, KM23, NJC+22].
Image-based [KM23]. Image-Text
[NJC+22]. Images [ZMKM21]. Imbalanced
[MO13]. Impact [AZ12, BMR+21, CNJ13, HRL14, LCC17, YRUP22, LR11]. Impacts
[MH13, Chc11, HC11]. Impediments
[NM15]. imperfect [GIYZ11].
Implementation [CNJ13]. Implementing
[FN18]. Improve [TW17]. Improved
[EV13]. Improving [FKBW15, MSD17].
In-App [MSD17]. Incentive [MH13].
Incentives [SJKP17]. Incident
[KZ20, WCL+21]. Incident-related
[WCL+21]. Inclusion [AVR21]. Inclusive
[AVR21]. Increasing [LS17]. Incremental
[JHC19, LZZ+22]. Indebted [LSS20].
Index [AVR21, HC11]. India [Sre20].
Individual [LZK21, ULST23].
Individual-Domain [ULST23]. Industrial
[AHS+23, COS+21]. Industry
[BTZ17, CCWL22, ALS22, CTE22]. INF
[AVR21]. INF-PIE [AVR21]. Inference
[ORM13, SYS+13]. Influence [XLLX18].
Influence-Based [XLLX18]. Informatics
[WHEC22]. Information [AHS+23, BMV21, Bwr16, CLYH19, CGS12, EYS+17, FN18, GLC+20, HLCY22, HCLN12, JRYY19, KS13, KCSTM18, LLF+22, NJC+22, RCFT18, UL13, YDS+13, HC11, Kan11, MMW11, NM12, PHCS11, WXR10, NB11].
InfoSec [MCC22]. Infrared [FKK+23].
Innovation [GUH16, YRUP22]. Insecurity
[MPBH20]. Insider [KUH21]. Insights
[AY22]. instance [SG21]. Insurance
[PCC+20]. Insured [PGPB19]. Insurers
[PHL+21]. Integrating [AY22].
Integration [GSV15, PBT18, RCM+22].
Intelligent [ACC+21]. Intelligencer
[AVBC23, CGS12, HS23, LCC13, LZX+22b, LCF+22, SKC20, SKC21, WHEC22, WRZ22, ZELC22, ZMKM21, RW11].
Intelligence-enabled [SKC21]. Intelligent
[GLC+20, HYYY22, LLF+22]. Intention
[CSS17]. Interaction [CRW19].
Interactions+ [JADT15, KY11]. Interactive
[BSP18, DBC+14, XWC21]. Interfirm
[NST21]. Internet
[CJH22, ETHJ22, MPBH20, STASH20].
Internet-scale [MPBH20].
Interpretability [KM23]. Interpretable
[KM23, ZMKM21]. Interpretation
[ABE+21]. Interpretive [SCT+13].
Interventions [LAYR13]. Introduction
[BJJK17, CTE22, CSSD22, DFJ20,
Investigating [ABE +1, NST21, PZH11]. Items [SYS +13], Itemset [NLLZ20]. Itemsets [NFVY +22].

J [GYZ22], J-HOSVD [GYZ22], Job [ZZX +18]. Joint [LGW +22, ZZX +18].

Key [WHEC22], Keyboard [LZW +19]. Keywords [TWC16], Knowledge [LSS20, LZZ +22, QGRRT21, Tuz11, WWL +15, WH13, MM12, NM12, SKT11].

Knowledge-aware [QGRRT21]. Knowledge-Sharing [WWL +15]. Kong [LZL21].

Label [CLX +23], labeling [HL11]. Language [PBT18, TCS22, TWC16, XZBZ21, LLK +11].


Measure [MFBK +17]. Measurements [MPBH20]. measures [MCTC11].


Media [AMZ20, AFD +21, CRW19, LZZZ21, LC19, MHC +22, YYJ14, YZJ +19, ZLC12].

Mediated [VSUR13, BFV12].

Medical [CLX +23, EYS +17, MFBK +17, RRN21, XZBZ21, XZM +22, ZML +13, vdLSFEA23].

metaphor [Cha11]. Method
[FKBW15, NYS12, SCR23]. Methods
[LFS18, MSD23]. metrics [ZLC12].
Microblog [PFD+13]. Microblogging
[BR15]. Miner [WWL+22]. Minimizing
[RSM+15]. Minimum [BMRW15]. Mining
[ARLEG17, BMFL15, CAL12, CSSD22,
DLN+21, EFPS+22, GLC+20, HBK+20,
KKB+22, LSSD22, NFVY+22, NYS12,
NLLZ20, PWS+15, PLW+17, WWL+22,
YHLW15, ZZ23, ZML+13, vdA12, FCKG10,
LLK+11]. Mismatch [LHT15]. Mitigation
[HLG14]. Moderating [YRUP14]. Mixed
[RFCT18, SCR23]. Mixed-Effects [SCR23].
MOB [SCT+13]. Mobile
[LZW+19, LZK21]. Modality [NC+22].
Model [GH13, PCK21, RFCT18, VSRU13,
WCL+21, WZZ22, XLLX18, ZZ+13,
ZBX+21, ZMK21]. Modeling
[CRAH10, DBC+14, HMN+16, JHC19,
LTC+12, LS17, NTT21, PBT18, SCR23,
WEM+13, LLK+11, PZH11, ALJH12].
Models
[CRW19, KTF15, KM23, TWC16, FCKG10].
Moderating [OUCG12]. Modern
[PPC+20, PMH+20]. Monitor [RCM+22].
Monitoring [EV13, FKK+23, LSM+21].
MOOCs [HL21]. Mouth [ZGG13, ZLC12].
movement [LLKC11]. Much [SWB19].
Multi [CLX+23, CWY+23, HLYW22,
JNDZ23, QGRRT21, SKC20, SKC21, SG21].
Multi-attention [HLYW22].
Multi-dimensional [CWY+23].
Multi-Disciplinary [SKC20, SKC21].
Multi-disease [QGRRT21]. Multi-instance
[SG21]. Multi-Label [CLX+23].
Multi-Scale [JNDZ23]. Multichannel
[LP16]. multilabel [HL11]. multithread
[Kan11]. Multimorbiditiy [SJ23]. Multiple
[ZTD+13, ZN19].

Name [Ema19]. Nation [Goo14]. Natures
[JHC19]. Near [FKK+23]. Near-Infrared
FFK+23]. Need [ULST23]. Negotiation
[HMN+16]. Net [JNDZ23]. Netflix
[GUH16]. Network [ALJH12, CXSW17,
CFH22, CXG+22, LKZ+15, NSK+21,
NLLZ20, PPC+20, TIZLX21, WCL+21,
WR12, YDS+13, ZTD+13, WRX10].
Network-based [WCL+21]. Networks
[BR15, CRW19, JFI+23, LFS18, Orm13,
PCC+20, SMY20, ZGG13]. Neural
[CXSW17]. News
[AFD+21, BR15, GHP+20, GVP21,
LTC+12, ZZ23, UHL11, BR15]. Next [LSS15].
Nodal [CRW19]. Noise [RCM+22]. Non
[MCC+22, MS+20]. Non-Compliance
[MCC+22]. Non-sensitive [MS+20].
nonroutine [DFP11]. Notes [BMFL15].
nothing [BKSZ10]. Novel
[AHS+23, LLF+22]. Nursing [HYG19].

Object [CJH22]. Oblivious [PPC+20].
Occupancy [LSM+21]. OFDM [LSM+21].
OFDM-Based [LSM+21]. off
Older [KC13]. One
[LZW+19, ULST23, WWL+22, LCS+20].
One-Handed [LZW+19]. One-off
[WWL+22]. Online
[BMR+21, HCLN12, HBL14, KZ19, LSS20,
LZX16, MSD17, NYS12, TZZ20, WWL+15,
WZZ20, ZGG13, BFV12, LLK+11]. Only
[Bur16]. Ontology
[LHT15, MHT19, XWC21].

Ontology-Based [LHT15]. Open [BDLC20,
BNSW15, BSA14, KJRD16, WHEC22].
Open-Access [WHEC22]. Open-Source
[BNSW15, BSA14]. Operations
[KOH+21, PHCS11]. Opportunities
[KCSTM18, MWV+18, vdA12].
Opportunity [CWY+23, CGS12]. Optimal
[LT16, PGPB19, RSM+17, RSM+21, SK12].
Optimization [LZX+22a, RCW22].
Optimizing [BKMK23, HYG19, XWC21].
Options [KS13, DDGR11]. Order
[SCT+13]. Organizational
[JADT15, RSM+15, TZLX21].
Organizations [RSM+21, KY11].
Organizing [WR12]. Oriented
[YHLW15, ETHJ22, ZNJ19]. Originating
[ALJH12]. Outages [BTZ17]. Outcomes
[BMRW15, ZTD+13]. Outlier
[BDLC20, KKB+22]. Outliers [BDD+21].
Outsourced [MSU+20]. Overcoming
[AVBC23]. Overview [vdA12]. OWSP
[WWL+22]. OWSP-Miner [WWL+22].

PANDA [MSU+20]. Pandemic
[KOH+21, KSS14, SJ23, ARV11].
Pandemics [GVP21, ZzyT21]. Papers
[JRYY19]. Paradigm [EDBK21].
Paradigms [WZW22]. Part
[CSSD22, LSSD22]. Participation
[KJRD16]. Particle [LZX+22a].
Partitioned [MSU+20]. Partnerships
[GHK+20]. party [GHK+20]. Passive
[LSM+21]. Pathways [ZML+13]. Patient
[EFK+20, ZML+13, vdlSF+23, RADS12].
Patients [ABE+21, HLG14, XZM+22].
Pattern [CSSD22, DLN+21, KKB+22,
LSSD22, LGW+22, LZZ+22, WWL+22].
Pattern-Driven [CSSD22, LSSD22].
patterns [AC10, LR11]. Paying [SWB19].
Payment [JFI+23, Sre20]. Penny [LC19].
People [KC13]. Perceived [HBL14, Kak17].
Performance [DBC+14, HSK17, LZX+22b,
LP16, ZZZ3, AZ12]. Performance-Driven
[LZX+22b]. Peripheral [KJRD16].
permission [BKSZ10]. Person
[Ema19, ZZX+18]. Person-Job [ZZX+18].
Personalization [LSS15]. Personalized
[FN18, HKB+20]. Perspective
[AY22, AVR21, EFK+20, GSV15, HL21, JL15,
MPB20, SKC21, SKT15, Whec22, HC11].
Phenomenon [SCT+13]. Phone [LZK21].
Physical [GYZ+22, LCF+22]. PIE
[AVR21]. Placement [DTL+22]. Plans
[MOR22]. Platform
[MSD17, RCW22, SJKP17]. Policies
[RRN21, ZB21]. Policy [LZLL21, Sre20].
Portfolios [BMS17]. Post

[PF+213, LSS20]. Posting [WZzs20].
Postmarketing [YYJ14]. Power
[BTZ17, HSK17]. Powered [HDZ+23].
Practice [KF19]. Practices
[JCMR15, RCM+22]. Precision [LS17].
Predicting [BSA14, WZZS20]. Prediction
[CXG+22, CSSD22, HLYW22, HLG14,
HZ22, LSSD22, MHC+22, MSD23, TZLX21,
TQ14, WCL+21, XZM+22, ZCL15, LLKC11].
Prediction-Driven [HZZ12]. Predictive
[HBK+20, QGR+23]. Predictors
[MCCC13]. Presence [RR20, XLZ+16].
Presented [JRYY19]. Preservation
[CLYH19]. Preserving
[CYW+23, MO13, GGS22]. Pressure
[HLYW22]. Price
[CSS17, XLLX18, LLKC11]. Pricing
[HCLN12, BKSZ10]. Principles
[ARLEG17, MMW11]. Prioritization
[EFK+20]. Privacy
[AVR21, CYW+23, EV13, EFP+22,
EFP+20, KLL19, MO13, PCK21, PGS22,
RN21, SKC21, SG21, ZB21, FCG10].
Privacy-Enhanced [EV13].
Privacy-Preserving
[CYW+23, MO13, GGS22]. Pro [XZB21].
Proactive [ZELC22]. probabilistic
[LLK+11]. Problem [JBM+15]. Problems
[DLN+21, LHT15, SRS11]. Procedures
[OUAC12]. Process [CCWL22, DFL+23,
EFP+22, GSV15, HBL14, KTF15,
MWV+18, OAH+21, PWS+15, SK12,
SJC15, SY16, XLZ+16, ZLY+15, vda12].
Processes
[DM15, PWS+15, WWL+15, YHLW15].
Processing [POH22, RCW22]. Product
[JCMR15, Kak17, KZ19, TLK20, ZG13].
productivity [HC11]. Products [NLLZ20].
Profile [LZK21]. Profiles [PLW+17].
Program [CGS12, MH13]. Progress
[BMFL15, ZB21]. Project [SJC15].
Projects [FKB15, KJRD16, NM15].
Promise [ZB21]. Promoting [ALJH12].
propagation [ARV11]. Property
[ACC+21] protection [FCKG10]. Protocol [PGS22], prototype [MMW11], prototypes [LLKCI11], Provenance [WRZ22], PSO [LKZ+15], Public [LZLL21, DW11], Publicly [YYJ14], publishing [FCKG10], Purchase [CSS17], Push [LT16], Putting [KF19].

Q&A [WWL+15], QoS [HNM+16], Qualities [HH19], Quality [BMFL15, CLYH19, RCFT18, Kan11, LRl1, PHCS11], Quantile [LST22], Quantile-Matching [LST22], Quantitative [ETHJ22, FKBW15], Query [TCS22], Question [KF19], Question-Answering [KF19].

R&D [SJC15], Radiography [ZKMK21], Random [ZZA+13], Randomized [RR20], Rank [LCS+20], Rank-one [LCS+20], Rapid [GVP21], Rate [GS16], Rating [HYG19, LTC+12], Ratings [RR20], Ratio [LT16], Ratio-Optimal [LT16], Ratios [LTC+12], Re [PPC+20, PHL+21], Re-PHL+21, Reactions [YRUP22], Read [ZZ23], Readmission [XZM+22], Real [GHK+20, KS13, KTF15, KM23, Lyc16], Real-Time [KTF15, Lyc16], Realisation [OAHY21], realities [KY11], recall [BFV12], Reciprocity [LS20], Recruit [HLCY22], Recommendation [LFS18, ZZA+13], Recommendations [ULT20], Recommender [GUH16, JI919, AZ12], Reconciliation [RR21], Reconstructing [ULST23], Record [ZML+13], Recruitment [RSM+21], Red [HYG19], Red-Handed [HYG19], redesigning [MMW11], Reflect [HCLN12], Regressional [NYS12], Regularity [LZK21], Regulatory [HYYY22, NM15], Reinforcement [BKMK23], Related [ZZY21, ZCL15, DFP11, WCL+21], Relational [CXG+22], Relationship [LC19, NST21], Relationships [BMRW15, Kak17], Relay [STASH20], Relief [NYS12], Relief-Enhanced [NYS12], Repetition [EYS+17], Reports [GVP21, LLKCI11], Repositories [WHEC22], Representation [ZZX+18], representative [LLKCI11], Reputation [RR20, SNS+20], Requirement [RSM+15], Requirements [BMREW15, BNSW15, Bur16, CRD15, EFK+20, FKBW15, JCMR15, JL15, JBEM15, KS15, NM15, TW17, SRS11].

Research [DFl+23, EFPS+22, GH13, HS23, LTL23, LFS18, LCC13, MOR22, SKC20, FCKG10], researcher [KC11], Reservation [CSS17], Residential [KC13], Resolution [ZBX+21], Resolving [DSZ17], Resource [HDZ+23, PLW+17, XLZ+16], Resources [NHL22], Response [YRUP13], Responses [LZLL21], Responsible [WZ22], results [Cha11], Retail [KS13], retention [PHCS11], Return [ZCL15], returns [DFP11], Retweeting [ALJH12], Revenue [SWB19], Revenues [MSD17], Review [clyh19, NYS12, UL3, ZAZC18, LLK+11], Reviews [HCLN12, KZ19, TZZ20, ZLC12], revisited [Tuz11], RFID [KS13, KTF15], RFID-Based [KTF15], Right [ZZX+18], Risk [DDGR11, KSS14, PGPB19, PHL+21, YRUP14, HL11], Roadmap [SKC20], Roadside [CJH22], Robot [KC13], Robust [AEB+21, PGPB19], Role [BNSW15, DSZ17, GSS16, KS19, PCLL19, RSM+17, TW17, ZLY+15], Role-Based [RSM+17, ZLY+15], roles [DFP11], Routing [LZX+22, LZX+22a], RT [BR15], Rule [HBK+20, MSD17], Rule-Based [MSD17], Rumors [AFD+21],

Safe [LSM+21], Safety [YYJ14], Samples [LSM+21], Satellite [KM23], Scale [OAHY21, FPD+13], Scale [FKB W15, JNDZ23, MPBH20, STB22], Scans [AEB+21, JNDZ23], Scheduling
[XLZ+16, LSS15]. Schemes [ETHJ22].
Science
[GH13, LTL23, ZZYT21, Che11, NM12].
Scientific [DTL+22]. Scoring [SNS+20].
Search [GSS16, LCC17, WZW22, Cha11, PZH11, WX10]. Searching [TQ14]. SEC
[HL11]. Section [JRYY19, ZZYT21].
Sector[RCFT18, DW11]. Secure
[XWLC19]. Security [EFK+20, Goo14, LCF+22, MSU+20, OUAC21, RSM+15, WHEC22, YRUP14, YRUP22, WX10].
Segment [LZK21]. Segmented [SCR23].
Selection [BKMK23, CLYH19, MSD17, NSK+21, RASHD22, SJC15]. Self
[WWL+22]. Self-adaptive [WWL+22].
Seller [SKP17]. Semantic [KZ19]. Semi
[AHS+23]. Semi-automated [AHS+23].
sense [SKT11]. Sensemaking [CRD15].
Sensitive [MSU+20, PDF+13]. Sensors
[BTZ17]. Sentiment
[CXG+22, DZH17, ZAZC18, UH11]. Septic
[HLG14]. Sequences [MFBK+17].
Sequential [HBK+20]. Serendipity [FN18].
Series [MSD23, WEM+13, AC10]. Server
[HSK17]. Service [HMMN+16, LT16, LSS15, LP16, PPC+20, ZNJ19, PHCS11].
Service-oriented [ZNJ19]. Services
[DJS18, EYS+17, LSS15]. Set [CLYH19].
Shalls [CRD15]. Shanghai [WCL+21].
Sharing [JFT+23, LSS20, WWL+15]. Shock
[HLG14, XLLX18]. Shots-A [LST22].
Shots-A [LST22]. Side [MSD17]. Sight
[LZW+19]. Sight-Free [LZW+19]. Signals
[EKB+21]. Similarities [TQ14]. Similarity
[MFBK+17]. Simulated
[MHT19, NVYY+22]. Situated [JCMR15].
Situation[HBK+20]. Six [MMW11].
Small [PGPB19]. Smart
[CCW12, CTED22, CJH22, KCM18, LGW+22, LZX+22b, LZX+22a, LCF+22, NHL22, RCW22, YLA13]. SOA [CNJ13].
Social [AFD+21, BTZ17, CRW19, GY22, LFS18, LZLL21, LC19, MHC+22, WR12, XLLX18, YY14, YZ+19, ZTD+13, ZZA+13, KY11, PZH11, RW11, ZLC12]. social-broadcasting-based [RW11]. societal [Che11]. Socioeconomic
[PCL19]. Software
[BSW15, BSA14, JHC19, KAK17, CARR10].
Solutions [PBT18]. Solving [DLN+21].
something [BKSZ10]. Source
[BSW15, BSA14, BU16, KJ16]. Sources
[Bur16]. Space [NST21, TWC16].
Spaces [vdlSFA23, spam [LLK+11]].
Spanning [JCMR15]. Sparse [WZ22].
Spatial [LSS+21]. Spatial [ZBX+21].
Spatial-Temporal [ZBX+21]. Special
[BJK17, CTED22, CSSD22, DF10, JRYY19, LTL23, LSS22, ZZYT21].
specific [MTC11]. Spectroscopy
[FKK+23]. Sponsored [GSS16, LCC17].
Spyware [PMH+20]. Stability [BAS14].
Stacked [WZ22]. Stage [LZ+22a].
Stakeholder [ZCL15]. Stakeholders
[Bur16]. State [ZAZC18]. State-of-the-Art
[ZAZC18]. States [SYS+13]. Status
[PCL19]. Stock [LLKC11, TQ14, ZCL15].
Stocks [LC19]. Storage
[RCW22, DDGR11]. Strategies
[LZX16, BSKZ10]. Strategy
[DTL+22, SKP17]. Streams
[PDF+13, MAKH+11, RADS12]. Strong
[WWL+22]. Structural [BSW15, SKT15].
Study
[BMFL15, BSW15, ETHJ22, KTF15, NM15, RCFT18, SRE20, WCL+21, Kan11].
Subgraphs [CAL22]. Subject [PZH11].
subject-centered [PZH11]. Substance
[BKMK23]. Supervised [T20]. Supply
[KTF15, MDS17]. Supply-Side [MDS17].
Support [ARLE17, LZW+19, LLE+22, MOL13, vdLSFEA23, ARV11, KY11].
Supported [NMS12]. Supporting
[CXG+22]. Surveillance [YYJ14]. Survey
[LFS18, MCCC22, MMW11]. Survey-based
[MCCC22]. Survivability [NH12].
sustainability [AC10]. Swarm [LZ+22a].
Swine [KSS14]. Symptom [GVP21].


X [LZX+22b, LZX+22a]. X-Architecture [LZX+22b]. X-Routing [LZX+22a].
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